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Habitability refers to the match between the language people employ when using
a computer system and the language that the system can accept. In this paper, the
concept of &&habitability'' is explored in relation to the design of dialogues for speech-
based systems. Two studies investigating the role of habitability in speech systems for
banking applications are reported. The "rst study employed a speech-driven automated
teller machine (ATM), using a visual display to indicate available vocabulary. Users
made several distinct types of error with this system, indicating that habitability in speech
systems cannot be achieved simply by displaying the input language. The second study
employed a speech input/speech output home banking application, in which system
constraints were indicated by either a spoken menu of words or a &&query-style'' prompt
(e.g. &&what service do you require?''). Between-subjects comparisons of these two condi-
tions con"rmed that the &&menu-style'' dialogue was rated as more habitable than the
&&query-style''. It also led to fewer errors, and was rated as easier to use, suggesting that
habitability is a key issue in speech system usability. Comparison with the results of the
"rst study suggests that for speech input, spoken menu prompts may be more habitable
than similar menus shown on a visual display. The implications of these results to system
design are discussed, and some initial dialogue design recommendations are presented.
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1. Introduction
In Human Factors research, &&compatibility'' describes the relationship between the
operation of an artefact and a person's expectations as to how that artefact should be
operated (Sanders & McCormick, 1992). For example, the operation of a control knob
can be in#uenced by the &&clockwise-to-increase'' stereotype such that one expects
a clockwise rotation of the control knob to lead to an increase in a controlled variable,
e.g. volume on a radio. These expectations may be in#uenced by the physical appearance
of the artefact, the person's previous experience of similar artefacts, or by cultural
stereotypes concerning how classes of artefacts are used.

In this paper, we will explore a concept which is closely linked to compatibility:
habitability. The concept of &&habitability'' was introduced by Watt (1968) to describe the
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match between the language people choose to employ when using a computer system
and that which the system can accept. Watt (1968) de"nes a habitable computer language
as &&one in which its users can express themselves without straying over the language's
boundaries into unallowed sentences''. Watt (1968) was concerned with the development
of question}answer systems for specialized dialogue domains, such as #ight timetable
enquiries. In such domains, users type natural language queries, e.g. &&I want to get to
Heathrow by noon in order to catch the earliest #ight to Lisbon with dinner en route:
which #ight shall I take?'' Watt (1968) argued that a challenge for such systems is that
semantically valid questions can be phrased in a wide variety of di!erent ways. A minim-
ally habitable system will accept one paraphrase sentence for each meaning the user
might want to express (Watt calls this a &&semantically adequate'' system). In contrast,
a fully habitable system requires that every possible paraphrase be acceptable. Given the
inevitable combinatorial explosion to which this would lead, Watt (1968) argues that real
systems can only ever approximate full habitability. However, habitability can be
optimized by allowing the system to accept multiple paraphrases and ensuring that these
match as closely as possible to the sentences which users will actually produce in real
interactions. This raises two signi"cant human factors issues: (1) how can one de"ne an
adequate set of paraphrases which people will actually use?; (2) how can one inform users
of the set of paraphrases from which they are free to choose? The "rst question implies
that users will have unlimited opportunity to say what they feel (which raise the spectra
of combinatorial explosion), while the second implies that people will be constrained in
their choice of utterance (which raises the issue of how constraint can be handled). Ogden
(1988) notes that departures from full habitability e!ectively represent constraints on
what the user can input to the system. Users must operate within these constraints if they
are to interact e!ectively with the computer system, as any input falling outside the
constraints of the system will fail.

When Watt (1968) coined the term habitability, he referred to the match between
sentences which users produce and those that the system can accept. More recently,
similar points have been made by Furnas, Landauer, Gomez and Dumais (1987)
regarding the individual vocabulary items that people use. They introduce the &&vocabu-
lary problem'', which is that new or intermittent users of computer systems often use the
wrong words for interface objects or actions. Their empirical research on this issue
highlighted great variability in spontaneous word choice, leading them to suggest that
the approach of using a single vocabulary item for each system object or action- will
result in 80}90% failure rates. Furnas et al. (1987) conclude that &&many, many al-
ternative access words are needed for users to get what they want from large and complex
systems'' (p. 971); a statement which clearly mirrors Watt's proposals that systems should
be designed to accept multiple paraphrases; but which also leads to problems of
combinatorial explosion, i.e. how many alternatives constitute &&many, many'', and how
does one ensure all necessary alternatives are included?

Habitability can thus be considered at several di!erent levels. Watt's (1968) original
concern was with what might be termed &&syntactic habitability'', referring to the match
between the syntax the system can accept and that which the user produces. Also implicit
in Watt's writing is the concept of &&semantic habitability'', referring to the match between
-Note that in Watt's terms such a system might be classed as &&semantically adequate''.
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the meanings which users want to express (given the domain) and the meanings that can
be accepted by the system. In addition to syntactic and semantic habitability, the Furnas
et al. (1987) research on system vocabulary addresses what might be called &&lexical (or
word level) habitability'' (see Ogden, 1988).

2. Constraints on speech-based interaction with computers

Interest in habitability as an issue has waned over the last decade as graphical user
interfaces (GUIs) have come to dominate in human}computer interaction. The emphasis
on direct manipulation within GUI design has removed many habitability problems
because users are constrained to interact only with objects which are visible within the
interface (see Shneiderman, 1998). Speech input, however, demands that the problems of
habitability, as de"ned by authors such as Watt (1968), are revisited. Not only does
speech potentially su!er from the kind of problems that they discussed, but it also
potentially su!ers from additional habitability problems because appropriate user inputs
may fail during the speech recognition process (i.e. there may be a misrecognition). The
notion of constraint is also highly relevant to speech systems, as designers frequently use
lexical and syntactic constraints in an attempt to improve recognition accuracy (Hone
& Baber, 1999).

In this section, we de"ne speech system habitability in terms of the di!erent levels of
constraint which can operate over user utterances. In addition to the semantic, syntactic
and lexical levels de"ned above, we have found it necessary to introduce two additional
constraint levels in order to fully describe user interactions with speech technology. The
"rst concerns the manner in which &&legal'' utterances change depending on the local
dialogue context. We have termed this &&dialogue level constraint''. The second concerns
variability in recognition accuracy, which we have termed &&recognition constraint''. The
resulting "ve levels of constraint in speech-based interactions are summarized in Table 1.
The levels are ordered according to the scope of the constraints. The semantic constraints
have the widest scope, as they apply at the level of the interaction as a whole; whereas the
recognition constraints have the narrowest scope, applying at the level of word or
sub-word units.

Each of the levels of constraint shown in Table 1 will be introduced in more detail
in the sections which follow. The discussion aims to highlight the relationship be-
tween each level of constraint and &&acceptable'' user behaviour. It also aims to illustrate
some ways in which speech technology introduces constraint and explain why this helps
speech processing. It is important to note that system design will always introduce
constraints on what utterances can be accepted from the user, be these the explicit
intention of the system designer, or an unplanned consequence of the various design
decisions taken.

At this point it may be helpful to highlight the di!erence between the way the term
&&constraint'' is used in this paper and the way constraint is often discussed in natural
language understanding literature (as exempli"ed by Allen, 1995). In the current paper,
the emphasis is upon the constraints which machines impose on user behaviour. In
natural language understanding research the emphasis is often upon how &&natural''
constraints in the way people use language can aid the processing of that language. In
fact, these perspectives should be linked, as the way users will actually constrain their



TABLE 1
Constraints and their in-uence on speech-based interaction

Constraint type Level E!ect on user

Semantic Entire interaction Restriction on services/functions
available from the system

Dialogue Between pairs of utterances
(or larger units)

Dynamic changes in meaningful
utterances, dependent on context
within interaction

Syntactic Within utterance (sentence
or phrase)

Restriction on order in which
words can be spoken, allowable
sentences

Lexical Single words (or simple phrase) Which words or simple phrases
can be spoken

Recognition Single phonemes, or
words/phrases

Manner in which words are spoken
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language when interacting with a computer will relate to the constraints which they
believe are operating within that context.

2.1. SEMANTIC CONSTRAINT

Semantic constraint governs the meanings which users are permitted to express in their
inputs to a system. Typically, the application domain will restrict the scope of meaningful
inputs. For instance, in a home banking system users will expect to be able to refer to
objects such as bank accounts and to actions such as money transfers. They may not
expect to be able to refer to objects and services which they believe to be outside of the
scope of banking services (e.g. ordering a pizza). It is this restriction which makes it
feasible to develop spoken language systems with existing technology.

Achieving habitability at the semantic level relies on users and designers having
mutual understanding of the boundaries of the application domain. Problems arise when
users try to refer to objects which are unavailable or try to perform illegal actions on
interface objects. Alternatively, users may not be aware of all the services available from
a system and will therefore avoid expressing meanings which are actually acceptable.

In this paper, we assume that the imposition of semantic constraint in working speech
systems is a straightforward matter of deciding what services to o!er. While this is
a considerable simpli"cation, it is adequate for our purposes, especially given the
di$culties of examining semantic constraint in a controlled experimental setting. Experi-
ments often depend upon the user being told what tasks they should complete with the
system, thus removing the potential to "nd what tasks they might expect to complete
with such a system in the real world [see Ogden (1988) for further discussion of this
issue].
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2.2. DIALOGUE CONSTRAINT

Dialogue constraint is de"ned as constraint over the meanings that users are permitted
to express given the local dialogue context. Many speech-based interactions are made up
of adjacency pairs, for example where a question is followed by an answer (Bunt,
Leopold, Muller & van Katwijk, 1978; Waterworth, 1982; Baber, 1993). The expectation
is that where a person is asked a question, the possible response set will be constrained to
include only valid answers to that question. For example, if someone is asked a question
such as &&When should the cash transfer be made?'', the meaning of their reply should
refer only to a point in time (e.g. &&tomorrow''; &&15:00 on 1/5/2000''). We present this level
as below semantic constraint, as while it also relates to permitted meanings, its scope in
narrower, extending only to the local context.

In the design of speech systems, dialogue constraints are sometimes introduced
through the use of restricted response sets that make sense given the local dialogue
context. For example, if the computer has just used the prompt, &&Which home banking
service would you like?'', the designer might reduce the acceptable response set to those
which refer to a home banking service. An alternative programming approach is to use
such questions to generate expectations about what the user will say and use this to aid
subsequent interpretations of the user input (e.g. Smith, 1998). This is a potentially less
prescriptive approach to dialogue constraint, allowing the user to change topics if they
desire (i.e. producing mixed initiative dialogue rather than computer-controlled dia-
logue). The key question for dialogue habitability is the extent to which users will
interpret computer questions as cues to restrict their utterances.

2.3. SYNTACTIC CONSTRAINT

Syntactic constraint has already been de"ned in terms of the number of di!erent
paraphrases which are allowed for expressing a given meaning. More formally, syntactic
constraints are usually de"ned in terms of a set of rules, or grammar, which speci"es the
form of acceptable utterances. For instance, a very simple grammar may state that an
object (e.g. a bank account name) followed by a service name (e.g. balance) is an
acceptable input format. This grammar would accept the utterances &&current account
balance'' and &&savings account transfer'' but not the utterances &&balance savings ac-
count'' or &&my balance please''.
In speech recognition systems there are various ways in which syntactic constraints can
be employed. At the strictest level, the system may be programmed to accept only speci"c
sentences. An alternative is that syntactic rules are employed dynamically during the
recognition process, for example, if the system recognizes &&what is the balance of my'',
then the recognition set for the next input word might be reduced to include only types of
bank account (e.g. savings or current account). The process can be made more #exible by
using keyword-spotting techniques to pick out only the key parts of such sentences (for
example, &&balance'' and &&savings account''). Simple rules, based for example on word
order, may be used to interpret sentence meaning when such techniques are used.
However, this approach is limited. Consider, for example, the two sentences, &&transfer
@100 from my current account to my savings account'' and &&transfer @100 to my current
account from my savings account''. In order to correctly interpret these sentences the
system needs more than rules based on keyword order, e.g. it also needs to understand
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the meaning of &&to'' and &&from'' in these sentences. Alternative approaches include the
&&conversation-for-action'' paradigm used by Wolf, Kassler, Zadrozny and Opyrchal
(1997) in their Conversational Machine. This employs a set of possible states and
transitions between these states, together with a small set of &&2global contextual
variables that help determine the next state''. Processing takes the smallest unit of
utterance that can be interpreted within a given context by applying a set of basic
interpretative rules.

In attempts to achieve robust spoken language understanding, syntax has also
been used to deal with recognition failures and ungrammatical inputs. For instance,
Smith (1998) describes an approach whereby an ungrammatical output from the
speech recognizer is transformed into possible grammatical interpretations through
trying various word insertions, deletions and substitutions. Each of these transfor-
mations will have an associated cost (for instance, the cost of substituting &&six'' for
&&"x'' would be low as they sound so similar) and the lowest cost solution is preferred.
While this approach may relieve the constraints at the lower (lexical and recognition)
levels, the language model (or grammar) used will still produce constraints at the
syntactic level.-

In general, habitability could be increased by allowing #exibility in the syntactic
structures that can be accepted. However, enforcing strict syntactic constraints in speech
systems can aid the recognition process by reducing the perplexity (or branching factor)
of a language (Schmandt, 1994). There is thus a potential trade-o! between syntactic
habitability and recognition performance. This e!ect has been demonstrated in a study
on syntactic constraint in speech systems by Murray, Jones and Frankish (1996). Their
system vocabulary in this study consisted of three distinct classes of word. In one
condition they enforced a strict syntax where the three classes of word could only be
spoken in a particular order. While this increased recognition performance compared to
a no-syntax condition, overall performance was reduced because users frequently failed
to operate within the required syntactic constraints. Murray et al. (1996) optimized
performance by implementing what they called a partial syntax, where the syntactic rules
allowed more #exibility in word order. Recognition performance here was improved
compared to no syntax, while user inputs were more likely to be appropriate than in the
full syntax condition.

2.4. LEXICAL CONSTRAINT

Lexical constraint refers to restrictions in terms of the individual words which are
acceptable. For example, in the home banking domain it may be acceptable to refer to
the balance of an account using terms such as &&balance'', &&total'' and &&sum'' but not using
a less well-known synonym such as &&reckoning''.

As discussed above, one approach to increasing lexical habitability is to allow many
synonyms for each interface object or action within the system vocabulary (Furnas et al.,
1987). For example, a system may be programmed to accept the synonyms &&Oh'', &&zero''
and &&nought'', for the digit 0. Unfortunately, such a strategy would be expected to
-Note that other approaches to robust parsing produce an analysis of the meaning of an utterance without
the strict requirement that a grammatical interpretation of the utterance has been found "rst (see e.g. Allen,
Miller, Ringger & Sikorski, 1996).
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signi"cantly increase the number of recognition errors if implemented in a speech
recognition system, as it would increase the scope for confusions between vocabulary
items. For example, the words &&Oh'' and &&nought'' are easily confused with other digit
words and better performance is achieved by only accepting &&zero''. In an experiment
using speech input, Robbe, Carbonell and Dauchy (1997) implemented a system lexicon
where synonyms were excluded. They found that all users resorted to words outside this
vocabulary at least once during the trials. One approach to deal with this kind of
behaviour would be to limit the number of aliases to those words which people use most
frequently during trials of the system. However, this approach is still unlikely to produce
the kind of discriminable vocabulary set which will maximize recognizer performance.
Vocabulary design can therefore be seen in terms of achieving a trade-o! between user
behaviour and system performance.

2.5. RECOGNITION CONSTRAINT

The "nal level of constraint that we de"ne is recognition constraint. This refers
to limitations at the level of recognizing spoken words. For instance, the same sequ-
ence of spoken words may or may not be recognized depending on various factors
such as the speker's accent, the speech rate, the type of microphone used, whether the
speaker pauses between words, the background noise level, etc. (Ainsworth, 1988;
Schmandt, 1994).

Recognition errors are a major source of constraint in interactions with speech
systems. There are several broad categories of recognition failure: insertions, rejec-
tions and substitutions (Williamson & Curry, 1984). Insertions occur when spuri-
ous noise is falsely recognized as a valid vocabulary item. Rejections and substitutions
occur when a valid vocabulary word has been spoken but is not recognized correctly.
In the case of rejections, no recognition is returned. With substitutions a dif-
ferent vocabulary item is returned. The occurrence of these errors within speech-
ased systems introduces additional problems for the design and use of this
technology.

The causes of recognition failure vary and system designers have tried a number of
approaches to deal with them. The resulting system design alternatives produce varying
degrees of constraint over how users can speak. A good example is the di!erence between
isolated, connected and continuous word recognition systems. Isolated and connected
word recognizers were developed to eliminate the complex computational problems
of detecting word boundaries in speech and recognizing words despite changes in
their sound due to co-articulation. However, while these methods can improve
recognizer performance, they introduce signi"cant constraints over how users can speak.
With an isolated word system users must pause noticeably between words; with a con-
nected word system they must be careful not to co-articulate adjacent words. Similarly,
speaker-dependent systems have been developed to overcome the problem of words
sounding di!erent when spoken by di!erent people. However, these systems introduce
the constraint that they can only be used by those who have previously trained the
vocabulary. As at the lexical level, designers introduce constraints with the aim of
improving system performance, but this can lead to problems if users do not obey these
constraints.
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2.6. SUMMARY

As Ogden (1988) points out, for a system to be habitable it must be so at all levels. The
key problem is that while achieving habitability in manual input systems is possible by
reducing constraint (particularly at the lexical and syntactic levels), in speech systems this
approach can have potentially devastating e!ects on recognition rates. Since speech
system habitability cannot be achieved through simply expanding the language avail-
able, other ways must be found of increasing the match with user language use. Baber
(1993) suggests that users' spoken exchanges with speech recognizers are in#uenced, to
some extent, by the desire to develop an appropriate model of their dialogue partner.
Given the potential ambiguity in de"ning an ASR device as a dialogue partner, people
will use a variety of cues to do this. One important cue may simply be the knowledge that
they are speaking to a computer. Several studies have demonstrated that users altered
their speech to a human operator when told they were speaking to a computer. For
example, Luzzati and NeH el (1987) found that users constrained the syntax of their
utterances when they believed they were speaking to a computer, choosing more regular,
complete and concise utterances than when speaking to a human (see also Richards
& Underwood, 1984; Amalberti, Carbonell & Falzon, 1993). The design of the machine
prompts will also be expected to have a signi"cant a!ect upon the selection and use of
words. A simple exploitation of this e!ect is the use of bi-directional grammars which
ensure that the system does not output any words that it cannot also recognize as input.
Research has also investigated the design of explicit prompts to elicit the required
vocabulary set (Kamm, 1994; Yankelovich, Levow & Marx, 1995). However, it seems
that apparently unambiguous prompts need not eliminate out-task vocabulary. For
instance, Kamm (1994) reports data from one speech application where only 54.5% of
users' responses to the question, &&will you accept this call?'' were in the form of an
isolated &&yes'' or &&no''. The alternative prompt, &&Say &&yes'' if you accept that call,
otherwise say &&no'''', resulted in 80.5% of user responses being in the form of an isolated
&&yes'' or &&no''. Baber, Johnson and Cleaver (1997) investigated people's choice of words
when speaking to a speech-based automated-teller machine. They found that the set
vocabulary played some role but did not completely determine the choice of words. The
study used various forms of visual and auditory feedback to prompt the users, and also
involved a period of familiarization with the set of command words that the speech
recognizer would use. Thus, one might anticipate that the users would be su$ciently
familiar with the small set of command words to minimize the possibility of use of
&&out-task''words. However, the results indicated that users will attempt to use &&out-task''
words, or will use legal words inappropriately, even when they &&know'' the vocabulary.
There was a relationship between type of task and the variation found in choice of words;
some tasks produced little variation across conditions and others produced signi"cant
variation. Screen design also seemed to have a bearing on choice of words, but did not
completely determine it, i.e. people did not simply copy what was on the screen. On the
other hand, the addition of auditory feedback led to far less variation in choice of words,
which suggests that auditory feedback reinforced the selection of certain words.

The Baber et al. (1997) work suggests a number of parameters which may in#uence
user language choice, and hence habitability. However, more research is needed on
the issue of habitability. On a theoretical level it is important to establish whether the
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distinction between levels of habitability adds anything useful to our understanding
of interactions with speech systems. For instance, is there evidence for Ogden's
(1988) proposition that when a user's input fails they will not know which level
of constraint has been violated? More importantly, what are the implications of
this for the user's subsequent behaviour with the system, and hence their chance
of eventual success? Another important theoretical issue is the extent to which habitab-
ility contributes to users' overall satisfaction with speech systems. It can be hypothes-
ized that failure on an input, combined with a lack of understanding of the
reasons behind that failure, would be more frustrating than input failure alone
(Yankelovich et al., 1995). In addition, assuming that habitability is shown to be an
important factor in speech system usability, research is needed to establish how it can be
improved.

In this paper, we present two studies which start to explore the issue of habitability in
speech system dialogues. In both studies users interacted with speech input systems
which had been designed to impose particular sets of constraints on what inputs could be
accepted. Of interest in the studies was how well users were able to operate within these
constraints (i.e. the degree of dialogue habitability) and how behaviour was a!ected by
features of the interface such as the output modality and prompt type. In the "rst study
visual output was used to show the words and phrases which could be input to the
system at any point within the interaction. Making the constraints visible in this way
might be expected to lead to user inputs which the machine can accept (i.e. habitability).
The reported study investigated the extent to which this is actually the case. The second
study was an experimental comparison of two dialogue styles which vary in the extent to
which they make the system constraints explicit. Comparisons between user behaviour,
user subjective opinion and overall performance are used to explore the relationship
between habitability and dialogue style. The key aims of the research are to further our
theoretical understanding of the role of habitability in speech system interactions and
to provide some initial guidelines for developers on how to increase speech system
habitability.

In the studies reported in this paper, the required constraints were imposed through
the use of fairly simple speech recognition technology. The desired system behaviour was
simply that user inputs should fail if they violated the system constraints (at any level), or
if they were misrecognized. This behaviour was achieved through the use of pre-designed
sets of the words or phrases which could be accepted, which varied according to the
user's position within the dialogue. While this approach is far from representing the
cutting edge of speech system design, it does have the advantage of allowing a high level
of control over the constraints which are imposed, making interpretation of the experi-
mental results more straightforward. Habitability, by de"nition, is about achieving
a balance between system and user behaviour. By maintaining strict control over system
behaviour at this stage in our research, we hope to isolate some of the determinants of
user behaviour. This re#ects our emphasis on human factors issues rather than on
technology design for its own sake. We recognize that more complex (or &&intelligent'')
system behaviour is possible and in the discussion section of this paper we shall go on to
consider how additional types of system behaviour might be investigated in future
research.



TABLE 2
Constraints in study one

Constraint type ATM system constraints User cues

Semantic Services available limited to
account balance; cash
with/without receipt; order
chequebook or statement

User informed of all available sevices
through system output (see dialogue
level). Conceptual and functional
constraints are implied through
tasks given to users in the study
(see Section 3.2)

Dialogue Dynamic changes in available
services occur as a result of
current position within
interaction

Display indicates current temporal
position within the interaction and
the currently active command
words/phrases

Syntactic Constrained at lexical level See lexical level

Lexical Total of 14 vocabulary items
(eight single words, six short
phrases)

Users are exposed to full vocabulary
during recognizer training.
Vocabulary items visible on-screen

Recognition Speaker dependent. Isolated-
word recognition

Users train the system prior to use,
three similar pronunciations of each
vocabulary item needed before
training is complete
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3. Study one: habitability in a speech-input/visual-output system

3.1. INTRODUCTION

A study was carried out to investigate the behaviour of users during the trial of
a prototype speech-driven automated teller machine (ATM). The ATM interface used
was based on current manual input systems, but instead of pressing keys situated
adjacent to the ATM screen, users were required to read out the diplayed menu
commands. This application can be analysed in terms of the levels of constraint described
above. Table 2 shows what the actual system constraints are at each level and also what
cues are available to inform users of these constraints.

Looking at Table 2 it appears that constraints are operating throughout all of the
levels identi"ed. However, in all cases the cues available from the system (and in some
cases from the design of the study) unambiguously inform the user about what consti-
tutes acceptable input. It was therefore hypothesized that this speech application would
be habitable in the sense that users will be able to interact with it, without straying
outside the language boundaries imposed. The study reported here investigated this
proposal through observation of user interactions with the ATM. The spontaneous
errors in users' inputs to the system were of particular interest, as any such behaviour
indicates a departure from habitability. The human error results were analysed qualitat-
ively in order to add to our understanding of what constitutes habitability in this type of
application.
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3.2. METHOD

3.2.1. Participants. Twenty-two people participated in the trials. Half were recruited
from a local further education college, and half from amongst the sta! and postgraduate
population at Birmingham University. All participants were within the age range 16}35.
None had any previous experience with speech recognition systems. All had experience
of using manually operated ATMs.

3.2.2. Application design. The application represents a command type of interaction,
with the available commands displayed as menu options throughout the interaction. The
"rst screen simulated speaker veri"cation for entry into the system, by requesting the
user to speak a word displayed on the screen. The word was randomly selected from a set
which had been previously trained, the idea being to introduce the participants to the
notion of speaker veri"cation (i.e. use of the ATM requiring card and speech, rather than
card and PIN on conventional ATM). The main menu screen was then displayed, this
o!ered "ve menu options: &&withdraw cash'', &&cash with receipt'', &&balance'', &&order
statement'' and &&order chequebook''. If the user said either &&withdraw cash'' or &&cash
with receipt'' then a further screen would be displayed on which the numbers &&10'', &&20'',
&&50'', &&100'' and &&200'' appeared, along with the further option of &&your choice'' (which
was not active). After a user spoke one of these values a screen was displayed which
stated that the cash would be dispensed shortly. If the user had previously said &&cash with
receipt'' the screen also informed them that a receipt would follow. The menu options
available from this screen were &&service'' and &&quit''. Saying &&service'' would return the
user to the main menu, saying &&quit'' would end the interaction. Similarly saying
&&balance''while in the main menu caused a further screen to be displayed showing a cash
balance and the menu options &&service'' and &&quit''. If either the &&order chequebook'' or
&&order statement'' options were chosen, the resulting screen informed the user that the
chequebook or statement would be dispatched, and o!ered the menu options of &&service''
and &&quit''. In all cases only the menu options displayed were active. No con"rmation or
error correction facility was included.

It is worth noting that the options presented to users re#ect &&standard''ATM design in the
UK and the initial screen designs were intended to be as familiar to users as possible. The
tasks that users were asked to perform were designed to both re#ect &&standard'' ATM use
and require the users to read through the options and to select one appropriate to the task.

3.2.3. Procedure. Participants were "rst given a demonstration of the use of the speech-
controlled ATM by the experimenter (cf. Baber, Stammers & Usher, 1990). They then
trained the speech recognizer. This entailed speaking each vocabulary item 3 times into
the recognizer when prompted to do so. If the three repetitions were not su$ciently
similar to each other, the user was prompted to repeat the item a further 3 times.
Participants then spoke each vocabulary item to check the recognition. Any vocabulary
items showing persistent machine errors at this stage were retrained. The use of
a speaker-dependent recognizer requires some discussion. It was felt that having partici-
pants &&train'' the recognizer would enable the experimenters to minimize the potential
problems of recognition constraint, while also providing a means of familiarizing
participants with the vocabulary set that would be employed.
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Participants were observed interacting with the ATM in groups of 5}6. This was done
in order to simulate real cash machine use by having a queue present behind the user.
Each participant was given a card stating the services which they should obtain from the
ATM. Each participant was given two goals to achieve, for example &&check your balance
and withdraw @10 (with receipt)''. Participants were informed before starting that if their
inputs were not recognized at "rst to try repeating the command. During the experiment
if a command was not recognized within six repetitions the command was chosen
manually by the experimenter and the dialogue continued. After performing their trial
participants went to the back of the queue behind the next user. The question of whether
the participants should undertake the trial individually or as a group was considered
during the design of the study. It was felt that having participants stand in a queue would
provide an element of ecological validity that individual trials would have missed. The
queue functioned as a means of providing social context for task performance and also as
a means of inducing (very mild) stress on the participants. The drawback of this approach
is that the participants may learn from the behaviour of their peers. However, the
distribution of &&error'' responses across the separate trials suggests that this was not
a signi"cant factor in the current study.

3.2.4. Apparatus. The recognizer used was the Voice Navigator for the Apple Macin-
tosh, an isolated word, speaker-dependent system. The acceptance criteria used by the
recognizer were such that rejections were the most common recognizer error, and
substitutions and insertions were highly unlikely to occur. The recognizer output was
used to control a Hypercard program running on a Power Macintosh. The screen of the
Macintosh was placed within a mock-up of an ATM machine, complete with manual
input pad and slots for insertion of cash card and withdrawal of cash. This screen
displayed the menu options as described above. Participants spoke into a microphone
mounted on the ATM.

3.3. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Fifteen out of the 22 participants made at least one error in their inputs to the system (i.e.
said words or phrases which were not available) and overall 20 user errors were observed.
These results indicate that, contrary to expectations, this application was not entirely
habitable for "rst-time users.

The results from this study will now be dealt with qualitatively in order to give an
overview of the types of user errors which occurred. User errors can be categorized
according to the levels of constraint de"ned in Table 1.

3.3.1. Violations of dialogue constraint. Dialogue violations occur when partici-
pants used valid vocabulary items, but at points in the dialogue where these were
not active. Five of the 22 participants made this type of error in interacting with
the system. Interestingly, all of these errors appeared to show users trying to jump
ahead in the dialogue to achieve their next goal. Four errors were where users asked for
cash when on a secondary screen (e.g. displaying balance) and the available options were
&&service'' or &&quit''. One participant said &&order statement'' on the speaker veri"cation
screen.
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Further analysis of the instances when this type of error behaviour occurred is
instructive. In the application used there are two main types of vocabulary item: words
which command the system to carry out an action (e.g. display a balance or dispense
cash) and words which allow the user to navigate between screens. The navigation
between screens is a feature of &&standard'' ATM interactions and in this application
provides a means of controlling the number of options available at any one time, which
in turn can reduce the potential for recognition error. When these two types of vocabu-
lary item are examined in relation to users' task goals, there is a clear distinction between
them. The system commands map directly on to users' goals while the navigation
commands do not. Tellingly, the dialogue constraint violations observed only occurred
when the available vocabulary served a navigation function. This suggests that users will
follow dialogue structures to the extent that these match their own goals, but where there
is a divergence between user and system goals, the potential for error increases. This
e!ect may be due to the relative salience of system operators (words) which ful"l user's
high-level goals compared to operators which ful"l system navigation goals. Alterna-
tively, the behaviour may represent user attempts to increase interaction speed with the
system by trying to avoid system navigation.

3.3.2. Violations of syntactic and lexical constraint. Throughout the study users were
required to speak only those words or phrases which were displayed on the screen.
However, there were three instances where participants added the word &&pounds'' to
a number when requesting cash, and two instances where participants omitted the word
&&order'' from the phrase &&order statement''. This suggests that although these par-
ticipants appreciated the dialogue level of constraint (by restricting their choice to one of
the available meanings) they did not appreciate the syntactic constraint which required
them to say exactly what appeared on the screen.

3.3.3. Violations of recognition constraint. Observation of the users also indicated several
instances of recognition constraint violations. These typically involved users pausing
noticeably within phrases (for instance, &&order [pause] statement''). Although the num-
ber of these violations was not counted due to the di$culty of measuring whether
a distinct pause had occurred, they would have had a negative impact on recognition
accuracy, and indeed rejection errors were frequent. This user behaviour indicates
a failure to appreciate the recognition limitations of the device, despite the fact that
during system training the user had been required to produce three similar versions of
each vocabulary item, each with no pause in the phrase.

3.4. CONCLUSION

This study demonstrates the importance of considering habitability in speech input
systems. Unlike manually operated ATM systems (which have a "nite number of
controls), speech systems do not provide physical constraint over what the user can
input. This lack of physical constraint increases the potential for user errors, where
inputs do not match what the system can accept.

The study also demonstrates that a good match between user and system is not
achieved simply by showing system options. Users' goals are also important. When user
errors were examined in relation to the goal structure of the task it was found they could
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be explained as users trying to pursue their own higher goals rather than the actions
required to navigate the interface at that point in the interaction. This result suggests that
matching dialogue options to higher level user goals would improve habitability (in
terms of reducing the likelihood of user error). For instance, instead of navigation
commands on a screen displaying a users' balance, they could be given options such as
withdrawing cash or ordering a printed statement. This strategy would also have the
potential advantage of reducing transaction time.

Analysis of the violations of syntactic/lexical constraint indicate that some users' did
not perceive these constraints as being as strict as they actually were. Their utterances
included valid lexical items, but not in the format accepted by the recognizer. This e!ect
was observed despite the fact that users trained the system prior to use with three
repetitions of the exact phrase needed. This result suggests that even when system
options are displayed on screen, some variation in the syntactic form with which they can
be entered will be bene"cial in terms of increasing system habitability.

The speech system used in this study was highly restrictive in terms of what it could
accept. It was speaker dependent, with a limited vocabulary and had no dialogue
management facilities. Nevertheless, the "ndings have relevance to the design of more
contemporary systems as they reveal user behaviour with the particular type of cues to
system constraint given in this application. In the study there was a direct match between
what users could see on the screen, the recognizer training they had engaged in, and what
the system could actually accept. The deviations from acceptable input observed there-
fore indicate areas where changes in system design could increase habitability. The
analysis of user behaviour in terms of the di!erent levels of constraint should help to
focus this design e!ort appropriately.

4. Study two: habitability in a speech-input/speech-output system

4.1. INTRODUCTION

The second study considered user interactions with a speech-input/speech-output sys-
tem. As in study one the domain was banking, but in this case a telephone home banking
application was developed. Previous work by Baber et al. (1997) found that a combina-
tion of auditory and visual feedback in a speech-based ATM led to less variation in
choice of words than a similar ATM with only visual feedback. However, it is unclear
whether it was the presence of auditory feedback, or the combination of the two types of
feedback, which led to this apparent improvement in habitability. The current study
addresses this issue by investigating user behaviour in response to only auditory
computer output.

Two alternative dialogue styles were included in the study in order to investigate the
e!ect on habitability of varying the level of system constraint. One dialogue style used
spoken menus and users were restricted to answering with one of the words or phrases
presented to them in the menu. The other dialogue style used spoken queries where the
prompts gave no explicit cue as to the level of syntactic or lexical constraint operating
within the system. The two dialogue styles represent extremes for the purposes of
comparison; many contemporary systems might well use a mixture of these approaches.



TABLE 3
Constraints in the menu-style application

Constraint type ATM system constraints User cues

Semantic Services available limited to
account balance; bill
payment; order
chequebook or statement

User informed of all available sevices
through system output (see dialogue
level). Conceptual and functional
constraints also implied through
tasks given to users in the study
(see Section 3.2)

Dialogue Dynamic changes in available
services occur as a result of
current position within
interaction

Spoken prompt indicates current
temporal position within the
interaction and the currently active
command words/phrases

Syntactic Constrained at lexical level See lexical level

Lexical 10 words or short phrases Currently available vocabulary items
presented in spoken prompt

Recognition Connected-word recognition,
system only recognizes
pre-determined single words
or short phrases

Spoken prompt provides example of
acceptable pace of speaking,
pause length, etc.
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The system constraints which were operating in each dialogue style, and the cues
available to users, are summarized in Tables 3 and 4.

Observations were made of user behaviour with the di!erent dialogue styles, in
particular looking for any evidence of lack of habitability at the various levels of
constraint identi"ed. In addition, overall performance data and subjective responses
were collected and compared. It was hypothesized that the menu-style dialogue (where
constraints are explicit) would be more habitable than the equivalent query-style dia-
logue. It was also hypothesized that users would prefer the more habitable style. Also of
interest was how behaviour with the spoken menu prompts used in this study compared
with behaviour with the visible menu prompts used in the "rst study.

4.2. METHOD

4.2.1. Participants. Thirty participants were recruited from the Nottingham area (mean
age 23 years, 10 months). There were 16 males and 14 females. All had used ATMs but
none were experienced users of telephone banking systems. The participants were all UK
nationals and were paid UK@5 for their participation.

4.2.2. Application design. Both dialogues began with a prompt welcoming the user to
the &&Bank of Nottingham'' home banking service. They were asked to input a user
number and PIN at this stage (though note that any input was accepted for this step).
The next prompt for the menu-style dialogue was: &&every time you are asked to say



TABLE 4
Constraints in the query-style application

Constraint type ATM system constraints User cues

Semantic Services available limited to
account balance; bill
payment; order
chequebook or statement

Semantic constraints implied through
tasks given to users in the study
(see Section 3.2)

Dialogue Dynamic changes in available
services occur as a result of
current position within
interaction

Spoken prompt indicates current
temporal position within the
interaction and provides a cue to
the current level of conceptual
constraint

Syntactic Range of syntactic forms
allowed for each service;
actually constrained at
lexical level

Initial prompt instructions inform
user that system can accept single
words and short phrases

Lexical 27 words or short phrases None

Recognition Connected word recognition None
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something you will be given a list of words to choose from. Say the option you want after
the list has "nished''. Query-style dialogue users were told: &&the system can recognize
single words and short phrases. After each question say the service you want. For
example after the question &&which service do you want?'', say &&order chequebook''.

In the menu-style dialogue users were next presented with the prompt: &&Say one of the
following services; balance, statement, others''. Following recognition of either &&balance''
or &&statement'', users were given the prompt: &&choose an option for the [balance/state-
ment] you require; current, savings or both''. Following recognition of &&others'' users
were given the next level menu of &&Choose one of the following services; chequebook, pay
bill or other''. If the recognizer was unable to process an utterance (rejection error) the
user was given the message &&the system did not recognize an input'' and the previous
prompt was replayed. After three consecutive fails users were given the message &&the
system cannot complete this service, do you want to try again; yes or no''.

In the query-style dialogue users were presented with the prompt: &&which service do
you require?''. The same services were available as in the menu dialogue (i.e. balance,
statement, new chequebook and pay bill) and for each of these a range of di!erent ways
of phrasing the request was included in the system lexicon (de"ned via a pre-study
simulation in which a small sample of users could answer freely to this question). For
example, if users wanted a balance they could say &&hear balance'', &&balance'', &&hear my
balance'', &&current account balance'' or &&savings account balance''. If a service was
recognized without an bank account being speci"ed then users were given a second
prompt asking, for example, &&which account would you like a balance for?''. Fails were
dealt with as in the menu condition. After three consecutive fails users were given the
message: &&the system cannot complete this service, choose another service or say quit''.
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4.2.3. Procedure. Participants were given an instruction sheet detailing four tasks
to be performed: "nding out the savings account balance, paying o! a credit card
bill by transferring money from savings, and obtaining statements for both the savings
and the current accounts. They were instructed to speak clearly and naturally, but
were given no further instructions on how to speak or what to say. Participants were
free to quit the interaction at any time by saying &&quit'' (equivalent to putting
the telephone down). After their interaction participants were asked to complete a
questionnaire.

4.2.4. Apparatus. The dialogues were programmed in Visual Basic 5.0 running on
a Pentium II PC. Speech recognition was achieved using Dragon Dictate 3.0 (British
Edition) and was integrated into the Visual Basic project using Dragon X-Tools. Speech
output was provided through recorded human speech stored as WAV "les. The same
female voice was used for all system prompts. A head-mounted VXI Corp Parrot 10.3
microphone/headphone was used throughout.

4.2.5. Experimental design. The experiment used a between subjects design with 15
participants using each dialogue style. The experimental groups were balanced for
gender and age. Data were recorded on overall success (proportion of tasks completed)
and on user error behaviour with the systems. Subjective responses were collected using
a questionnaire designed to assess user opinions on various aspects of speech-based
systems. This questionnaire contains a number of items designed to assess habitability
and also includes questions on the user's general opinion of the interaction and like-
lihood of using it if available (Hone & Graham, 2000).

4.3. RESULTS

4.3.1. Task success. The mean number of sub-tasks completed in the menu condition
was 2.6 (S.D. 1.40), and in the query condition it was 1.1 (S.D. 1.62). An independent
sample t-test revealed a signi"cant di!erence between these two means [t(28)"2.766,
p(0.05], indicating that participants were signi"cantly more successful with the menu-
style dialogue than with the query-style dialogue.

In the menu condition, failures to complete tasks resulted almost entirely from
recognition failures (rejection errors). In the query condition, failures to complete
tasks were due to both recognition failures and users inputting out-task vocabulary items
or phrases. Recognition performance did not di!er signi"cantly across the two
conditions.

4.3.2. Subjective responses
4.3.2.1. Overall ratings. Three questions were designed to elicit responses about the

general usability of the system: &&Overall I think this is a good system,'' &&The system was
easy to use'' and &&I would use this system.'' The mean responses are shown in Table 5.
Note that all responses were given on a 7-point scale where 1"strongly agree and
7"strongly disagree.

These results indicate that the menu style was rated as signi"cantly better than the
query style and as signi"cantly easier to use.



TABLE 5
Subjective ratings

Mean rating

Question Menu Query t df p

Overall I think this is a
good system

3.4 (S.D. 1.6) 4.9 (S.D. 1.5) !2.72 28 (0.05

The system was easy to use 3.1 (S.D. 1.8) 5.0 (S.D. 1.3) !3.29 28 (0.01

I would use this sysem 4.4 (S.D. 2.1) 5.1 (S.D. 1.7) !1.07 28 '0.05

TABLE 6
Habitability ratings

Mean rating

Question Menu Query t df p

I sometimes wondered if I was
using the right word

3.3 (2.1) 6.0 (1.4) !4.20 28 (0.001

I always knew what to say
to the system

2.1 (1.3) 5.7 (1.6) !6.99 28 (0.001

It is clear how to speak
to the system

2.1 (1.3) 4.7 (1.7) !4.60 28 (0.001
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4.3.2.2. Habitability ratings. Three questions were included which were intended
to directly address habitability. Table 6 summarizes the ratings obtained and the results
of independent sample t-tests comparing the means for each question.

The results shown in Table 6 indicate that users found the menu style signi"cantly
more habitable than the query style.

4.3.3. Violations of system constraints. There were a number of instances where
the system rejected a user input, within both the menu and the query conditions.
As in study 1 these can be examined in relation to the di!erent levels of dialogue
constraint.

In the menu condition there were no examples of users violating dialogue constraint.
Spoken prompts and questions from the system were always responded to with appro-
priately constrained utterances. Unlike study 1 there were no examples of users trying to
bypass the dialogue constraints in order to achieve task goals more quickly. Violations of
syntactic/lexical constraint were negligible. In fact, only two such violations were noted
across all the trials, with the users in both cases being heard to say &&other'' rather than
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&&others'' as given in the prompt choices. On both of these occasions the users re-entered
the word as it was given in the prompt. The majority of errors in the menu condition were
thus due to violations of recognition constraint.

In the query condition there were examples of violations at several levels of constraint.
Three were examples of users simply not knowing what to say (e.g. either saying nothing,
or in one case saying &&I don't know what to do''). There were no clear-cut examples of
violation of lexical constraint, with all user utterances (except those just mentioned)
containing at least one word from the system lexicon. The remaining instances of failure
for the query condition are categorized below.

4.3.3.1. <iolations of dialogue constraint. Analysis of user behaviour in the query
condition revealed a number of violations of dialogue constraint (12 out of a total of 78
rejections of user inputs). In all cases these were instances where the prompt asked users
to choose a service and users instead responded with a type of bank account (savings or
current). Interestingly, all of these violations followed on from a system rejection of a user
utterance which had included a valid service. This suggests that users may have inter-
preted these rejections as evidence that they had chosen the wrong conceptual category
for their original utterance and therefore retried using a response from an alternative
conceptual category. In attempting to recover from these failures there were nine
instances where users correctly reverted to asking for a type of service, and three
instances where users wrongly repeated or rephrased a bank account name.

4.3.3.2. <iolations of syntactic constraint. In the query condition there were 23 instan-
ces of syntactic violations. In these instances users spoke relevant lexical items,
but within sentences or phrases which were not acceptable. After 19 of these failures
users had the chance to try again. Of these retries three were repetitions of the origi-
nal utterance (suggesting users wrongly attributed the failure to recognition constraint),
seven were rephrases of the original utterance (suggesting users correctly attributed
the failure to syntactic constraint) and nine were changes of topic where users reques-
ted a di!erent service. This last type of behaviour never occurred on a "rst failure,
suggesting that they represent users giving up on the initial service and going on to the
next one.

4.3.3.3. <iolations of recognition constraint. In the query condition 40 of the 78 input
failures observed (i.e. about half ) could be categorized as recognition failures. Of these, 35
presented the user with an opportunity to try again on the next turn. Given that
a recognition failure had occurred, the appropriate strategy at these points would have
been for users to repeat the original utterance. Instead, it was found that only 17 of the
re-entry attempts were repetitions of the original valid utterance while 18 were new
formulations of the request. This result suggests that overall participants were no better
than chance at reacting appropriately to recognition errors in the query condition. These
data can be broken down further according to the type of prompt to which the user was
responding. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 7.

The data shown in Table 7 suggest that there are important di!erences in
user behaviour depending on the type of prompt which is being responded to (note that
these data do not meet the assumptions for chi-squared analysis and therefore these
di!erences cannot be tested statistically). The pattern of results suggests that users
become more likely to behave appropriately as the size of the potential response set is
reduced.



TABLE 7
;ser behaviour after a recognition failure (by prompt type)

Prompt restricts user to

User strategy A bank service A type of bank account Yes/no

Repeat "rst utterance 6 5 6

Re-phrase utterance 15 3 0
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4.4. CONCLUSION

The high level of adherence to the required dialogue and syntactic/lexical constraints
shown by participants in the menu condition suggests that spoken prompts provide
a clearer cue to these constraints than similar visual prompts (cf. Study 1). This "nding
implies that habitability is in#uenced by the modality in which feedback and prompts are
presented, as well as by the content of these machine outputs.

The comparison between the menu condition and the query condition revealed several
important di!erences. First, the two styles were rated signi"cantly di!erently on ques-
tions designed to assess habitability. Users were considerably less sure of what words to
say to the query system and also of how to speak to the system. While this result is not
surprising given that the menu system stated the exact words to say and the query system
did not, the large di!erences in ratings con"rm the importance of prompt design for
habitability. The two styles were also rated di!erently in terms of ease of use and general
quality. These di!erences did not, however, translate into di!erences in the rated
likelihood of using the system (probably because participants did not, on average, want
to use either of the two systems). Overall the menu style system was more e!ective than
the query system, with participants in the menu condition completing more sub-tasks
than those in the query condition.

User behaviour with the query dialogue supports the hypothesis that where habitabil-
ity is reduced users will have di$culty in knowing which level of constraint has been
violated when confronted with a failure. For example, the most frequent cause of failure
was recognition failure, and yet users only used &&appropriate'' error recovery strategies in
half of these cases. In the remaining cases behaviour indicated that users had misat-
tributed their failure to a violation of syntactic constraint. Overall, rephrasing an
utterance (i.e. changing the syntax) accounted for over half of users' re-input attempts,
while syntactic errors accounted for less than a third of actual failures.

5. Discussion

The research reported in this paper supports the idea that habitability is a key issue in the
design of speech-based systems. Changes in the prompt wording in Study 2 produced
clear di!erences in the subjective habitability ratings given to the dialogue (for example,
whether the user knew what to say to the system). These di!erences were accompanied by
better performance in the more habitable condition in terms of the number of sub-tasks
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completed, and by a user preference for the more habitable version. These results indicate
that habitability may be as important a determinant of speech system usability as
recognizer performance. If users do not know what to say to a system they will not
succeed in their tasks.

The data reported in this paper also provide further insight into the factors that can
determine habitability. At the start of this paper a habitable computer language was
de"ned as one in which users can express themselves without straying over the
language's boundaries into illegal (&&out-task'') language. It was suggested that using
a visual display to show all the currently valid speech inputs would produce a highly
habitable system, as such a display should unambiguously bridge the gap between
system capabilities and user expectations. However, Study 1 showed that the use of
such an interface is not su$cient to ensure a habitable system. Participants in this
study sometimes deviated from the syntax displayed on screen. This behaviour may be
due to users either ignoring or misreading the display, an explanation which strongly
relates to previous work showing that people do not accurately monitor visual feedback
from a speech recognizer (Baber, Usher, Stammers & Taylor, 1992; Noyes & Frankish,
1994). It seems that the users'model of the system's capabilities was that their utterances
should overlap with, but not necessarily match, the displayed input structures. Some
participants in this study also violated the dialogue level constraint. These participants
tried to jump ahead within the interaction by asking directly for the next service, rather
than following the displayed commands which allowed navigation to the appropriate
screen within the system. Analysis of this behaviour highlighted the importance of user
goals in determining behaviour. The practical implication of this result is that habitabil-
ity could be increased by creating a closer link between dialogue structures and user goal
structures. Designers should thus avoid the use of speech commands simply to navigate
within an interface structure, and instead concentrate on making the next services (user
goals) available as options. This highlights the need for careful analysis of user needs
prior to implementing a speech system.

Explicit prompts, giving the currently available input vocabulary, were also used in the
menu condition in Study 2, but in this case they were presented through spoken rather
than visible system output. Here users were much better able to keep within the
constraints of the system language. This result suggests that computer output modality
may be a determinant of speech system habitability, with the speech output system in this
case being more habitable than a comparable visual output system. It has often been
suggested that speech input systems should use spoken output in order to preserve
&&stimulus response compatibility'' (e.g. Wickens, Sandry & Vidulich, 1983), but strong
empirical evidence in support of this contention has not been forthcoming (Baber, 1991).
The research reported here suggests one tangible bene"t of spoken output is that it can
serve as a stronger cue for dialogue, syntactic and lexical constraint than equivalent
visual output. However, there are problems with the approach of providing the available
options in the form of a spoken menu. First, it is time consuming. Second, only a limited
number of options can be presented pre prompt [Schumacher, Hardzinski & Schwartz
(1995) suggest a maximum of four items] in order to "t in with the capacity constraints of
human working memory. This means than several levels of menus will be needed when
the number of services available exceeds four. Thus, increased habitability comes at
a signi"cant time cost. Research by Brems, Rabin and Waggett (1995) suggests that it
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may be possible to o!set this cost to some extent through the use of &&barge-in''where the
user is allowed to interrupt the recognizer output. Presenting the most frequently
required options "rst will also improve interaction speeds.

An alternative is to provide prompts which aim to constrain the meaning of the user's
utterance at that point in the interaction (dialogue constraint level), but which do not
specify the required input at the syntactic or lexical level. This approach was also tested
in Study 2 with the query-style dialogue. Although a number of instances were observed
where users disobeyed the dialogue constraint, these never occurred on a "rst attempt at
accessing the system services. This "nding suggests that the query prompts provided
a fairly strong cue to dialogue constraint, but that uncertainty remained for some users,
leading them to try an alternative meaning with their next input. Users seem in this case
to be engaging in problem-solving behaviour, testing the hypothesis that their inputs
failed because they had tried the wrong meaning.

With query-style prompts there were several instances where users spontaneously
spoke utterances which disobeyed the syntactic constraint of the system. When these
inputs failed there was a good chance that users would behave appropriately and try an
alternative syntactic structure. However, this error recovery strategy was over-gener-
alized and was also applied in situations where the original utterance had followed the
appropriate syntax. Such a strategy will on average decrease performance, as not all the
rephrased utterances will be acceptable. Overall the most common reason for an input
failing was a recognizer rejection, indicating a failure at the recognition level, but in half
of these cases users tried to recover in an inappropriate way by trying a new syntactic
structure, rather than by repeating the original utterance. These results support Ogden's
(1988) proposal that users will have problems identifying which level of system constraint
has been violated when an input is rejected. The results also present the picture of a user
as an active explorer of system capabilities. When one utterance fails they are likely to try
a di!erent one and keep varying their input until they get a response. This observed
behaviour "ts in with Baber's (1993) suggestion that users' spoken exchanges are
in#uenced by the desire to develop an appropriate model of their dialogue partner. In the
current study users appeared to be gathering data in order to build up their system
model. The resulting models overestimated the role of syntactic constraints in preventing
acceptance of their inputs, and underplayed the role of recognition constraints. A key
question for designers is how to allow users to develop a more appropriate system model,
without actually specifying the full range of acceptable utterances.

We would argue that in order to develop a more appropriate system model, users need
to know why their utterances have failed. Speci"cally, there should be more indication of
which level of failure is involved. On a very simple level it may be worthwhile warning
users that speech recognizers are error prone devices, and may sometimes fail to
recognize inputs which are acceptably worded. Potentially more useful would be dy-
namic changes to system feedback indicating the type of failure which has occurred.
Although it will not always be possible for a speech recognizer to detect exactly why an
input has failed, there may be some very useful cues in the input signal which could be
analyzed and used to generate appropriate feedback. For example, the recognizer could
detect loudness and accordingly tell the user to speak more loudly or quietly. In user
trials of their spoken natural language dialogue system Smith and Hipp (1994) found it
necessary for an experimenter to remain in the room with the users and tell them when
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their utterances had failed because of a misrecognition error. The experimenters also
made other comments relevant to habitability such as &&the word X is not in the
vocabulary'' (lexical constraint) and &&please keep your speech tone/volume/rhythm
similar to the way you trained'' (recognition constraint). The success of these comments
in facilitating user interactions with the system demonstrates the utility of this approach,
but ideally there should be no need for a human intermediary between user and system
(Smith, 1997).

As well as informing interface design, analysis of user recovery behaviour according to
constraint level in the way that has been done in this paper is potentially helpful in the
design of algorithms for dealing with spoken language input. For example, algorithms
could be designed to exploit the knowledge that users of spoken dialogue systems are
likely to obey dialogue constraint on a "rst attempt but may not continue to do so
following an input failure. It will be important to evaluate the impact which more
&&intelligent'' processing of this kind has upon the models users develop of the system and
hence habitability. The studies reported here used a straight-forward system model
where all acceptable input words or phrases were pre-de"ned, and user inputs were
simply rejected if they did not match these exactly, or if they were misrecognized.
However, much contemporary research in the "eld of spoken natural language under-
standing is concerned with the creation of robust systems which are not limited in this
way. Some of these approaches have already been brie#y introduced above (see Section 2).
The strategies aim to produce meaningful or grammatical interpretations of user utteran-
ces despite various types of failure (machine misrecognitions, ungrammatical utterances,
use of out-of-task vocabulary, etc.). While processing of this kind reduces the probability
of the system incorrectly rejecting a valid input, it also increases the probability of
misinterpretations and of wrongly accepting invalid inputs. For this reason it is impor-
tant to consider how the system acts on its interpretations. One approach, the &&strong
commitment'' model (Allen et al., 1996), is for the system to always act as if its
interpretation is correct. This relies on the system being able to recognize from sub-
sequent user turns that the original interpretation was in fact wrong. At the opposite
extreme, all interpretations can be explicitly checked with the user through the use of
a veri"cation sub-dialogue. Clearly, this approach has the drawback of being unnecessar-
ily time consuming where the original interpretation is correct. Between these two
extremes there is the option to selectively engage in veri"cation sub-dialogues. Smith
(1998) describes how parse cost and context information can be used in deciding when to
verify, with the aim of minimizing both &&under-veri"cation'' (incorrect meaning gen-
erated but no veri"cation) and &&over-veri"cation'' (correct meaning generated but still
veri"ed). Research such as this is rightly concerned with maximizing system e!ectiveness
and e$ciency, but there does not as yet appear to be much emphasis on what e!ect the
resultant system behaviour might have on users. We would predict that both the strong
commitment model and selective veri"cation have the potential to reduce dialogue
habitability because users may be confused when the system generates, and acts upon,
incorrect interpretations of their utterances. This hypothesis would make an ideal topic
for future research into the habitability of spoken language systems. One factor to
investigate is the level, or levels, at which the robust parsing techniques operate; for
example one can distinguish between techniques which aim to generate grammatical
interpretations from misrecognized input and those which aim to generate meaningful



TABLE 8
Design guidelines to increase speech system habitability

Constraint type Design guidelines

Dialogue Consider auditory prompts rather than visual prompts
Match dialogue structure to user goal structure

Syntactic Allow small variations from displayed syntactic form in speech
input/visual output systems

Use keyword spotting
Provide users with relevant feedback if multiword inputs are used

when single words or short phrases are required

Recognition Warn users that recognition failure is likely
Provide relevant feedback if analysis of user inputs suggests that

these have violated recognition constraints (e.g. too loud, too quiet,
too fast etc.)
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interpretations from syntactically ill-formed input. Another factor to investigate is the
e!ect upon habitability of using the alternative methods of veri"cation available (i.e.
none, selective or all). The ideal design solution will be e!ective and e$cient, but not at
the expense of user satisfaction and habitability.

6. Conclusions

The key conclusions from the studies reported here are as follows.

f Habitable speech systems are preferred by users and lead to better performance.
f Spoken prompts increase habitability by providing a stronger cue to dialogue and

lexical constraints than equivalent visual system output.
f A good "t between dialogue structure and user goal structure should increase habit-

ability (particularly for visual output systems).
f Users will have problems identifying the level of constraint which has been violated

when a failure occurs.

From these results it is possible to provide some guidance to the designers of speech
interactive systems. This is summarised in Table 8. The guidance is organized according
to the di!erent levels of habitability de"ned in this paper. We hope that this framework
will help to remind designers of the need to consider the constraints which their designs
introduce at each of the di!erent levels. Habitability will only be achieved when all the
levels are considered in design.

The research reported in Study 1 was supported by a grant from NCR, while Study 2 was
supported by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (Grant Reference:
GR/L94710). The authors would like to thank David Golightly for his work on the project
reported in Study 2, and Robert Graham and the anonymous referees for their useful comments on
this paper.
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